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Recent Fed and RBNZ 50bp hikes will not be the last  

The RBNZ hiked the OCR by 50bps (to 2.0%) and delivering a stringent policy assessment with a prolonged period 
of restrictive monetary settings needed to meet its medium-term policy objectives. The published rate track was 
revised up, with an OCR peak of just under 4% (3.95% versus 3.35% in February) by late 2023/early 2024. The 
motivation for the upgrade largely centred on concerns over the inflation outlook. From a least regrets point of view 
“the risk of moving too slowly and not far enough remained the most costly option”. The RBNZ also signalled the 
potential for subsequent cuts with a 3.51% mid-2025 OCR endpoint. Market reaction was swift and sizeable with 
the NZD jumping (see currency section below), NZ 2-year swap yields up more than 20bp on the day, with markets 
close to fully pricing in 50bp hikes for July and August and with roughly 25bp added to market pricing by early 2023.  

As a result of the strident RBNZ assessment we have tweaked up our OCR forecasts and now expect 50bp hikes in 
July (2.50%), and August (3.00%), followed by 25bp hikes in October and November, with the OCR peaking at 3.50% 
by the end of the year. We have also flagged OCR cuts from early 2024.  

The FOMC Minutes this morning also confirmed the RBNZ weren’t the only ones intending to continue hiking in 
50bp increments. The US economy and labour market remained strong.  Inflationary pressures were widespread 
with the risk persistently higher inflation could unanchor longer-term inflation expectations. As such, policy settings 
needed to move “expeditiously” towards removing stimulus, with most FOMC participants opting for as many as two 
further 50bp hikes in the months ahead (the current Fed funds rates are 0.75%-1.00%). Officials were wary of pre-
committing to a policy path given uncertainties over the outlook. However, participants “also noted that a 
restrictive stance of policy may well become appropriate depending on the evolving economic outlook and the 
risks to the outlook”. This would mean moving faster, lengthening the tightening cycle, or doing both. In remarks 
today the FOMC’s Brainard reaffirmed that the Fed would take “strong actions’ to bring inflation down. 

Messages from the ECB were less hawkish with the euro slipping after policymakers Panetta and Rehn backed the 
gradual normalisation of policy settings (25s rather than 50s), given elevated uncertainty and downside risks to the 
growth outlook. The ECB’s de Guindos noted that ECB Chief Lagarde’s signal of two 25bp hikes in July and September 
was “very sensible” with Chief Economist Lane calling it “clear” and “robust policy”. ECB hawk Knot was also 
supportive but warned that a 50bp July hike was “clearly not off the table”. Hmmm. 

There was little market reaction to the FOMC minutes. US stocks had been climbing prior to the Fed Minutes with 
the S&P500 extending gains after a small post-FOMC dip. European stocks were up with investors buying on dips. 
Stocks were generally up in the Asian session, with lifts in China and Australia, with the RBNZ likely weighing on the 
NZSX50 (down 0.7%). There was also little market reaction after US durable goods orders came in a smidge under 
expectations (0.4% mom versus mkt: +0.6% mom). 

US Treasury yields were flat to slightly down across the curve (2Y 2.50%, 10Y 2.75%). Markets are pricing in around 
8 FOMC hikes till the end of the year. European yields were slightly lower. NZ swap yields ended yesterday 10-23bp 
higher across the curve (2Y 3.73%, 10Y 3.75%) with the curve flat across 2-10 tenors. NZGB yields were 5-12bps 
higher, also led by larger moves to short-term rates.  Australian yields were weighed by weaker data, concerns over 
the growth outlook and signals from Treasurer Chalmers that the incoming Labor Government will be “responsible 
and measured” on fiscal spending. 

Commodity prices were mixed. Concerns over supply provided a small boost to oil and broader energy prices 
following sharp drops in US gasoline inventories and the refusal of US officials to rule out US oil export curbs. Near-
term contract prices for Brent (USD114 per barrel) and WTI (USD111) were up close to 1%.  Metals prices fell. 

FX update: Monetary policy signals have been a powerful currency driver. The NZD rocketed after the strident MPS 
assessment, briefly popping above 65 US cents and 91.4 Australian cents. The NZD gave back some of the gains last 
night as the USD strengthened but has lifted as the USD index has eased after the FOMC Minutes. The kiwi was one 
of the strongest G10 performers. European currencies were weighed by more cautious comments by ECB members 
on the outlook, while the sterling retraced earlier data-driven weakness. The NZD traded in a 0.6435 to 0.6515 USD 
range over the last 24 hours and has held onto post RBNZ gains at 0.914 AUD.  

Day ahead: Governor Orr is due to appear at a parliamentary select committee at 9.10am to discuss the MPS so 
expect a few market headlines. There is the $250m NZGB tender of the 2025, 2032 and 2040 lines at 2.05pm that 
could struggle in light of concerns over inflation and further RBNZ rate hikes. Australia has Q1 PCE data with our CBA 
colleagues expecting a 1.5% qoq Q1 rise and an upgrade in capex plans. The final Q1 read of German GDP (mkt: 0.2% 
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qoq), the 2nd Q1 US GDP vintage (mkt: -1.3% qoq annualised), jobless claims, pending home sales and various central 
bank speakers will be on the wires. Author: mark.smith4@asb.co.nz  

 

Currencies Currencies Commodities Equities

NZD/USD 0.6480 0.3% NZD/SEK 6.392 1.4% NZX WMP 4125.0 0.0% Dow 32120 0.7%

NZD/AUD 0.9140 0.6% NZD/DKK 4.514 0.8% Gold $/o 1855.1 -0.6% S&P 500 3984 1.3%

NZD/EUR 0.6067 0.8% NZD/THB 22.2 0.8% WTI Oil $/b 112.6 0.5% NASDAQ 11422 1.5%

NZD/JPY 82.47 0.0% AUD/USD 0.7089 -0.3% Money Market (%) FTSE 7523 0.5%

NZD/GBP 0.5152 0.0% EUR/USD 1.068 -0.5% 90 Day BB 2.37 0.06 CAC-40 6299 0.7%

NZD/CAD 0.8303 0.3% USD/JPY 127.3 0.4% OCR 1.50 0.00 DAX 14008 0.6%

NZD/CHF 0.6233 -0.8% 10 Yr Bond Yields (%) ASB Swap Rates (%) H.Seng 20171 0.3%

NZD/HKD 5.086 0.3% NZ 3.57 0.05 1yr 3.38 0.20 Nikkei 26678 -0.3%

NZD/SGD 0.8911 0.6% US 2.74 -0.01 2yr 3.72 0.22 ASX200 7155 0.4%

NZD/CNH 4.347 0.8% Aust 3.24 -0.08 5yr 3.71 0.14 NZX50 11173 0.0%
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This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or needs. 
Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard to your 
objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.   

We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based on the 
information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as to accuracy, 
reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this document are subject 
to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are 
under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. Neither ASB nor any person involved in the 
preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this document.   

Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to contingencies 
and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant that any of these 
valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.  
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